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Debuts New Products in a World of Kaleidoscope
B by Brandie Announces Launch of New Collections at NY NOW

January 2015 (New York, New York) - When it comes to home fashion, the possibilities are endless…and they start right here, with 
B by Brandie. In a world of kaleidoscope, our mix-and-match philosophy is continued through the debut of new items, including: 
flatware, servingware, linens, and most importantly, bold, new dinnerware designs.  B by Brandie is pleased to announce the debut 
of these new items at NY NOW, Booth #3624, February 1st-February 4th.

"It is extraordinary to be able to continue bringing fashion to the table with these new collections. We know that when you host a 
great dinner party, you're doing more than serving food. You're telling a story," said Brandie Gehan, owner and founder of B by 
Brandie. "Nothing short of a stellar palette of interior accents and mouth-watering table settings is suitable to describe these 
additions". 

Like the other pieces from B by Brandie, these products are sold individually to enhance the ability to mix-and-match. Bone 
china pieces start at $38 per piece, while porcelain will retail starting at $30. The flatware and servingware starts at $22 and the 
napkins at $16 per piece. All of these items, as well as existing items will be available at NY NOW booth #3624.

About B by Brandie
Founded in 2012, B by Brandie, presents high-quality home accessories that add a dash of fashion to the table. The brand’s fusion 
of distinctive design and modern styling with durability and practicality lends itself to a variety of settings, from traditional dinner 
parties, modern cocktail gatherings or every day use. With pieces from the brand, consumers can update everyday family dinners 
with sleek porcelain combinations or take out the bone china for more intimate gatherings.

For more information, images or pricing, contact:  press@bbybrandie.com T: 972.231.8203

B by Brandie's new dinnerware designs are available in bone china and porcelain styles. Seven, new collections will be debuting, 
four porcelain and three bone china, as well as additional color options in existing collections. The top selling Zelda Bone China 
Collection will now be available in navy, turquoise, black, gold, and red. In the porcelain collections, yellow has been 
implemented into the color scheme. 

The new collection designs consist of graphic, patterned dinnerware, that allow for mixing-and-matching with the existing pieces.  
The new porcelain collections are consistent of on-trend, modern tribal patterns and floral-burst patterns. The bone china 
collections consist of sophisticated, contemporary lines. 

The flatware and servingware that will be debuting, is available in two stainless steel designs, one with a modern aesthetic and 
the other with a more traditional style. The linens consist of cocktail and dinner napkins, in five color options. They are 
available in 100% cotton, as well as pure linen with embroidery. 
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Brandie is also inspired by her love of contemporary art, the Texas countryside, traveling, and her loyal bulldog, Meatball. She 
resides in Dallas with her husband, son, stepson and dog, and truly loves spending her days dreaming up new designs for her 
home accessories line.

For more information, images or pricing, contact:    
press@bbybrandie.com T: 972.231.8203

About Brandie
Born and raised in Austin, Texas, Brandie Gehan grew up reveling at the feet of guests to her mother’s frequent and infamous 
dinner parties. Inheriting that passion for entertaining, Brandie founded B by Brandie to carry on the tradition of creating 
proper, beautiful décor for any type of modern get-together. To this day nothing makes her happier than inviting an eclectic mix 
of people to enjoy good food, great conversation, and a little bubbly! And when there are beautiful dishes, napkins and 
accessories on the table, the experience is even better.

The B by Brandie aesthetic infuses every gathering with elegance and exuberance, taking its inspiration from society’s most iconic 
it girls, cultural trendsetters, and family institutions both past and present. In the spirit of the social butterflies and VIPs for which 
each collection is named, B by Brandie pieces are defined by impeccable quality, bold design, an abundance of color, and, most 
importantly, an effortless ability to mix and mingle.




